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Why We Need Libraries PaCfika!
The USP Library has engaged and informed the region of library developments
since the 1980s through newsletters that include the Pacific Islands Centre (PIC)
newsletter and others that changed name from the Centre News, Centre
Update Newsletter, Centre Libraries Update, to the current Libraries PaCfika
quarterly newsletter in 2005. It is an opportune time to remind everyone of its
purpose as defined below:
To inform the region of Pacific library developments.
To build capacity of library personnel by alerting them to training
programmes in our regional institutions.
To showcase the library profession and its contribution to national
development.
To demonstrate to the region and beyond the importance of compliance
with international library standards.
To highlight library vacancies.
To stress the importance of national library associations and library
networks.
Thus, your Libraries PaCfika publication team requests that librarians in the
Pacific make a concerted effort to share up-to-date news articles,
announcements, library activities, and other beneficial library related news for
inclusion in the newsletter that is published four times a year (March 30, June
30, September 30 and December 30) with information due one month before
publication.
We look forward to receiving library news to keep the library network informed.
Liviana Tabalala

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Vol 18, no 1 (March) 2022
Libraries PaCfika replaces Centre Libraries Update and PIC News.
A quarterly newsletter produced by Regional Libraries section,
USP Library. Laucala campus, Suva. Fiji.
Libraries PaCfika connects the libraries around the Pacific region,
keeping them abreast of the latest libraries and ICT development
and progress in the region and abroad. Published in both print
and electronic versions.

The publication is fully published online commencing with Vol 17, no.3
(September) 2021 issue onwards and accessible on
https://www.usp.ac.fj/library/about-us/library-publications/
Executive editor: Elizabeth Reade Fong, University Librarian Tel: (679)3232282
Email: fong_e@usp.ac.fj; Editor: Liviana Tabalala, Deputy University Librarian
Tel: (679)3232263 Email: tabalala_l@usp.ac.fj; Writer & Content producer
Vilimaina Vakaciwa, Regional Librarian, Tel: (679) 3232234 Email:
vakaciwa_v@usp.ac.fj. ePublishing , design and layout, Vilimaina Vakaciwa with
technical assistance by Jade Moore Senior Library Assistant USP Library.
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REGIONAL CONNECTIONS
USP Students and Knowledge on the Right
to Information (RTI)

The University of the South Pacific ran the learning
programme series on the Right to Information (RTI) on 16
February 2022. 10 virtual workshop sessions were
delivered over a month to students at the 14 USP
campuses.
This was organised by the USP Students Association
(USPSA) in partnership with the United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP) under its project
‘Strengthening anti-corruption, transparency and
accountability in the Pacific Island Countries’ (“Pacific AntiCorruption Project”). It was funded by the UK Government.
At the opening of the workshop, Mr. Aneet Kumar, Deputy
Secretary General, USPSA mentioned that the workshop
would introduce the concept of Right to Information and
how this linked to transparency, accountability, openness
and integrity.
Students learnt the concepts mentioned in the context of
international standards and commitments including The
Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), Agenda
2030 and Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) with a
focus on the SDG 16.

This would help build resilient economies
across the Pacific, as our economies
recover from the effects of COVID-19.” Mr.
Kumar added that, “The Right to
information is an integral part of the
fundamental right of freedom of
expression, as recognized by Article 19 of
UDHR, which encompasses the freedom ‘to
seek, receive and impart information and
ideas through any media and regardless of
frontiers.”
USP VCP Professor Ahluwalia mentioned
that all had a role to play as "custodians of
the Pacific in nurturing our students to
recognise the characteristics of good
governance and as such our USP academic
programmes aspire to foster in our
students a commitment to high ethical
principles and standards.”
Prior to the workshop, USP academics in
2021 developed their expert knowledge
through the Train the Trainer Session on
the Right to Information provided by UNDP
in partnership with USP and USPSA. They
were trained on the values and practical
application of the right to information and
open data for the advancement of public
integrity, anti-corruption, transparency and
accountability over four sessions from 23
November to 1 December 2021. The
trainers then facilitated the workshop
series on Right to Information.
Source: https://www.usp.ac.fj/news/uspstudents-advance-rti-knowledge/

... our USP academic programmes
aspire to foster in our students a
commitment to high ethical
principles and standards.
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REGIONAL CONNECTIONS
Fiji Tells its Own Climate Story in New
Books Series for Children - ‘Masky’s Night
of Adventure’

The Fijian ten-book series is available online
via Let’s Read, a free digital library for
children. The books are written in English, as
well as in the nation’s two main vernacular
languages – iTaukei and Fiji Hindi. There also
are audiobook versions for those who are
visually impaired or still learning to read.
https://www.letsreadasia.org/read/09b11f63b787-4e7a-9596-6486db71e9ae?
bookLang=4846240843956224

Masky’s Night of Adventure is part of a new ten-book
adventure series created by a group of Fiji-based authors
covering critical ocean themes spanning rising sea- levels
and pollution to ocean acidification and deforestation.
The colourful books also address the need to include
people living with disabilities in the fight for climate
action. One of the illustrators of the new Fijian book
series, Sakiusa Volavola, was involved in providing a lens
of inclusivity into ocean and climate storytelling. Sakiusa
mentioned that “It is something which is notoriously
lacking in every part of the world and that, “disability
representation in climate action is so important because
the climate crisis does not discriminate. When you keep
people with disabilities on the outside – away from
climate work – you also lose out on a huge resource pool
of knowledge and talent.”

Milika Sobey added that “Reflecting on the
unique Fijian origin of these stories, harbours
a personal hope. “To see their own lives
reflected in these books and to read them in
their mother tongue is part of being
culturally visible in a world where people
from small island states often feel invisible.
All of us in the BookLab hope that these ten
original stories, in the three main languages
of Fiji, will awaken a passion for reading in
primary school children and perhaps give
birth to a new generation of writers and
illustrators who will tell their nation’s tales.”

“The ocean plays a big role in climate regulation,” said
Milika Sobey, the Pacific Islands Programme Manager for
The Asia Foundation and initiator of the project.
Illustrators and authors hope that readers will be
captivated by the diversity of characters in the books.
“One of my favourites is the story, Scaredy-cat Moli. We
follow Moli as she stumbles across a small shark that has
become stuck in a rock pool. Contrary to what others
have told her for a long time, Moli soon discovers that
she is a lot braver than the world thinks, and readers
also learn through illustrations that Moli is a child with
Down’s Syndrome,” Sakiusa explained.

Publishers hope new series will inspire the
children of the Pacific to protect an ocean
deeply connected to their culture.
Source:
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2022/2/23/
holdfiji-childrens-books-climate-change
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REGIONAL CONNECTIONS
Alternate Fiji’s ‘Soli Bula’
Gwen Mar, Pacific Collection librarian, USP library

‘Soli Bula’ is an animated short film by Tumeli Tuqota Jr,
who had previously won an award for Best MicroAnimation at the Micromania Film Festival 2020 for his first
film, ‘You, the choice of my parents’. Its creation is in
response to what the film Director believes is a lack of
creative film content from Fiji and the South Pacific in
general.
The script of Soli Bula is set in an alternate reality Fiji where
tradition and culture were never eroded by colonialism and
a new Fijian sailing canoe called a drua is about to be put to
sea but before demanding a fair share of human sacrifice.
In exploring the concept of tradition versus westernization, Tuqota also explores the clash between
tradition and modern technology whereby a bored teenager is using her phone to livestream the
sacrificial ceremony. This is akin to families nowadays been notified of a loved one’s passing via social
media rather than via traditional means such as the blowing of conch shells or beating of the lali drum.
Most work for the short film was carried out whilst Fiji was
experiencing its second wave of COVID infections, and inperson production meetings were replaced with Zoom
sessions and production members worked remotely using
Zoom.
Tuqota’s production team are all local professionals
including well known musicians Inoke ‘Knox’ Kalounisiga
and Mr. Grin (Dave Lavaki), artist Tui Ledua as well as USP’s
multimedia experts, Clarence Dass and Michael Light,
Simione Sevudredre, an experienced researcher &
facilitator on indigenous knowledge and ethics of the
iTaukei society and Verdine Lee, a colorist added much
value to this team.

DEVELOPMENTS AND FEATURES
Book Launch on “Healing Plants of Fiji” by An exceptional book titled Healing Plants of Fiji
was launched by His Excellency, the President of
Suliana Siwatibau

the Republic of Fiji, Ratu Wiliame Maivalili
Katonivere at the Grand Pacific Hotel on Monday,
20 December 2021.
The book is authored by Fiji’s very own
distinguished Mrs Suliana Siwatibaua botanical
scientist, scholar and teacher, and a specialist in
multi-disciplinary issues relating to the
environment and social and economic
development in the Asia-Pacific.
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Her consultancy work in this region led her to stand
up against the progressive loss of traditional
knowledge, crops and biodiversity.

USP Library Staff CODE RED Appeal
for Tonga

Mrs Siwatibau or Suli as she is known to many hopes that
her book “will cultivate an interest in natural medicines
and help develop it further.” She envisions a school that
will and can develop treatment options complementary to
the current health systems. According to her, “Young
people who are interested in taking up natural medicine
could then go to that school, and they could use this kind
of information.”
A copy of the book is held at the Pacific Collection of USP
library. According to the Fiji (Deposit of Books) Act, any
locally published work must be deposited with the Pacific
Collection, USP and the Fiji National Archives.
Source: https://www.fbcnews.com.fj/news/new-bookdocuments-traditional-medicines/

Tonga Internet Reconnected

A devastating volcanic eruption occurred on
Hunga Tonga-Hunga Ha’apai, an uninhabited
island of the Tongan archipelago that was
followed by a tsunami that hit Tonga on 14
January 2022.
The USP community in solidarity with Tonga,
collectively forged its support and lent a hand to
Tonga in one of its most trying times in history.

Tonga’s main internet connection to the rest of the
world was finally restored more than five weeks after
the huge volcanic eruption and tsunami severed the
undersea cable, as reported earlier.

Team Library rallied its support for the
University relief call with a cash donation of
F$500 collected on Friday, 4 January 2022.
Library staff were dressed in red in tribute for
Tonga, as one of the 12 member countries of
the USP.

“People on the main island will have access almost
immediately,” Tonga Cable Chief Executive James
Panuve reported. Tonga Cable’s chairperson
Samiuela Fonua added that about 90 kilometres (56
miles) of cable damaged by the tsunami had been
replaced.
Fonua mentioned that Tongans have been struggling
with makeshift satellite services since the disaster.
The company will now focus on repairing a second
severed cable that connects some of the outer islands
to the main island of Tongatapu. That cable runs close
to the undersea volcano and the process could take
as long as nine months.
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Sofie: In any library, cataloguing is integral
because it enables the collection to be arranged in
a standardised and consistent manner, thereby,
USP Library Trained Library Assistant
allowing patrons to locate needed information
Cataloguer and Consultant Facilitator
easily despite today’s fast changing digital
Cataloguers are library
information age, where there is a train of thought
technical staff whose main
that cataloguing is irrelevant because there are
task is organize and manage online tools available to help people find
library collections for access. information. However, it is important to
Their work is supported by
emphasise that cataloguing remains relevant, as
changing technological
long as information exists because a catalogue
advancements and new tools analyses content and organizes it and for a print
for managing cataloguing
collection indicates where items are located on
records.
the shelf.
Interviewee, Sofie Kubuwai is currently, a
LibPac: You are involved in teaching cataloguing
cataloguer as well as a part -time consultant
to students in the USP LIS certificate level. (i)
facilitator with USP Pacific TAFE, Laucala Campus.
What are your thoughts about the content of the
She has a Diploma in Library Studies and works as a cataloguing course taught? (ii) How applicable
library assistant at the USP Laucala campus library
are the units you teach to the practice of
where she has been for the past 12 years. Sofi is in
cataloguing in real life setting? (iii) What are
her second term with the Cataloguing section (2021- some areas you would review or revise?
) following a three-year period from 2011-2013 after
Sofie: Majority of the students do not have any
which she was transferred to the Pacific Collection.
background in librarianship, so the course is
Sofie is also teaching and facilitating of the
designed to provide an introduction to
cataloguing course in the Certificate in Library and
cataloguing - what it is and what is involved so this
Information Studies (CLIS) qualification at Pacific
often it is all very new to them. Obtaining a firm
TAFE after-hours.
base understanding facilitates escalation to the
Libraries PaCfika shares Sofie’s insights into her role more complex level of original cataloguing. This
as a cataloguer and educator/facilitator.
also gets students thinking about the way the
world is.
LibPac: Please explain what cataloguing practice is

INTERVIEW…

all about?
Sofie: Simply put, cataloguing is the process of
organising library materials and making them
accessible to library users. It involves the tasks of
descriptive and subject cataloguing. Descriptive
cataloguing is the process of bibliographically
describing the item in hand and subject cataloguing
is the process of analysing the content and subject
of an item and assigning appropriate subject
headings and access points. There are information
organisation rules and standards which guide
cataloguing tasks, and which ensure consistency of
output.

LibPac: Why do most students find the
cataloguing course challenging? What would be
your advice to library students to help boost
their confidence, interest and morale in studying
cataloguing?

Sofie: The main obstacle for students is reading
and comprehension, especially the latter part of
the course text which deals with basic cataloguing
rules. This module is different in that it comes
with a manual that contains portions and
examples of cataloguing tools which students
have trouble grasping. Remembering all these
basic cataloguing rules within a short span of time
LibPac: Re-examining the principles, rules and
practices of cataloguing in libraries, how relevant is a bit much for some of them but I urge them to
persevere and keep at it and to not leave activities
or irrelevant is cataloguing in today’s fast
to the last minute.
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Trying to play “catch-up” later in the course makes
things difficult, so I urge them to stick with the study
schedule and to attend tutorials.
Accuracy, consistency and being detail-oriented are
some qualities that are essential for a good
cataloguer, so students need to evaluate their
strengths and weaknesses and be honest with
themselves. It will not happen overnight, and
students need to put in the effort and be
committed. Study hard, learn the cataloguing rules
and they will be rewarded.

VIEWPOINTS…
How Can Librarians and Information
Specialists Help Combat the Pandemic
Infodemic ? / Vilimaina Vakaciwa
Information of all sorts is spreading at an
unprecedented speed in today’s rapidly changing
and fast-growing social media outlets. Some of the
information posted in social media channels like
Facebook, Instagram, WhatsApp, Twitter, LinkedIn,
etc. is not trustworthy and reliable. Social media
and other outlets are barraged with misinformation
especially in the current COVID 19 pandemic. The
fight against the Covid 19 pandemic has become an
information battle between opinions and facts,
realities and myths, and the blended conspiracy
theories with facts. For medical and health
authorities everywhere, the pandemic infodemic is a
real challenge for individuals trying to make
informed decisions.
What is Infodemic? It is a term coined and applied
by WHO to the COVID 19 pandemic to mean, “an
excessive amount of information about a problem
that is typically unreliable, spreads rapidly, and
makes a solution more difficult to achieve.”
https://www.lexico.com/definition/infodemic
How can we help public health workers, medical
practitioners and researchers promote public health
awareness to individuals and communities?

Libraries and librarians can do this by being
equipped with information literacy and research
skills:

PEOPLE AND FOCUS
Teaching information literacy skills to help
and educate people to be able to discern
reliable and credible sources of information.
Showing communities how to distinguish
between facts and fake news.
In the Pacific Islands region, libraries and
information related institutions alike are
adhering to national policies and regulations
relating to public health and safety, as
discussed earlier. There is an urgency for
accurate information to be corroborated swiftly
to prevent misleading information from wide
dissemination.
Libraries can also apply to combat the
pandemic infodemic are discussed below:
(i) Promote public health awareness by
creating and disseminating information
relating to preventive measures.
(ii) support research teams, researchers and
faculty by providing information regarding
the latest developments, research and
literature; and
(iii) meet the core information needs of
regular library users by disseminating regular
online and print information preferably in the
vernacular.
Librarians and information experts particularly
medical and public health ones should
constantly advocate for their staff and workers
on the importance of vaccination, social
distancing and testing when symptoms occur.
This information can be communicated
through institutional accounts and platforms.
Drawing attention to the latest developments
regarding vaccination, diagnosis, test kits and
relevant studies published in medical journals
is also helpful. This includes all the well-known
databases that provide free access to articles
relating to COVID-19 like the UNESCO
CORONAVIRUSWATCH with appropriate links
such as:
7
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https://coronaviruswatch.ircai.org/?
country=All&dashboard=news ; CURE Covid19 Universal
REsources Gateway https://drtc.isibang.ac.in/okp/CURE/
; MedlinePlus by the World’s National Library Medicine
of the National Institute of Health (NIH), an online
health information resource
https://medlineplus.gov/covid19coronavirusdisease2019.
html ; WHO COVID 19 Global literature on coronavirus
disease https://search.bvsalud.org/global-literature-onnovel-coronavirus-2019-ncov/ ; CDC Library
https://www.cdc.gov/library/researchguides/2019novelcor
onavirus/researcharticles.html and many more.
Training and education help with the battle against
mis information and we as librarians play a role in
ensuring this is done.
Our common enemy is #COVID19, but our enemy is also an
“infodemic” of misinformation.
To overcome the #coronavirus, we need to urgently promote
facts & science, hope & solidarity over despair & division.
António Guterres. Secretary General, UN.

DEPARTURES… DEPARTURES…
Joeli Vuniduvu Retires after 33 years with
USP library
Joeli is a name and face
current and past students will
miss when using the library.
He served diligently for the
past 33 years prior to
retirement on 18 February
2022. Joeli first joined as part
time attendant from
September to November 1988
when the Library was located at what became the
Communications building that was burnt in 2018. On
1st December of the same year, he became a full-time
library attendant, a position he held until his
retirement.
Library staff farewelled him at a special morning tea in
the staff room. Elizabeth Fong, the University Librarian
acknowledged Joeli’s commitment and dedicated
service to the library and the University community.

PEOPLE AND FOCUS
for the professional assistance and friendship
rendered to him throughout his years of service.
He thoroughly enjoyed and performed his role
with much enthusiasm and passion. “When I
first joined the library, I had very mixed feelings
– excited and intimidated by the presence of
many women, all beautiful in looks and ways. I
was not sure if I made the right choice
especially coming from a male dominated
workforce, like the Police Force.” However, he
was able to settle in well and complete his work
tasks as expected.
Joeli followed his father’s footsteps, late Joeli
Vuniduvu Senior who was also a retired
policeman and a pioneer library attendant
since the beginning of the University Library in
the 1970s.

Joeli who still maintains a strong and healthy
physique will retire to Kadavu with his family.
Vinaka Vakalevu Joeli for your service and the
USP library family wishes you a wonderful
retirement.

OBITUARIES…

OBITUARIES…

A Tribute to Margaret Niambrue
Austrai-Kailo Terry [RIP]
[12 June 1968—27th November 2021]
by Elizabeth Reade Fong, University Librarian, USP

A celebration of the life
of much respected
Librarian, Margaret
Niambrue Austrai-Kailo
Terry who passed away
on 27th November 2021
was organized by a
group of Vanuatu sistas
on Saturday 26th
February 2022 at the
Conference Room
Emalus Campus from 24pm.

Margaret was born on 12th June 1968 in Tori,
In response, Joeli commended the library
Manus, Papua New Guinea and was the
management, librarians, fellow library staff and friends youngest of eight children.
86

Elizabeth Reade Fong, University Librarian, USP was invited to be part of the celebration of the late
Margaret Austrai-Kailo Terry’s professional life and whose library career commenced in 1997 as a
library assistant with the Vanuatu Emalus Campus Library.
The programme also included tributes by The Vanuatu Leader of the Opposition, the Papua New
Guinea Honorary Consul in Vanuatu, the Vice-Chancellor of the National University of Vanuatu, the
Vanuatu Library Association, Margaret’s family and friends.
In Elizabeth’s tribute she expressed the condolences and sympathy of the USP Library Network to Mr.
Alick Terry and their children, Margaret’s sisters and their families and friends. She then spoke on
Margaret’s career with the University where she progressed in the profession, highlighting that
Margaret’s training as a teacher at Goroka Teachers College held her in good stead for the library
profession where interaction with users is core. Whilst with the USP, Margaret undertook studies at
UPNG and later at the University of Canberra to obtain professional library qualifications (1999) in line
with USP’s accreditation standards and policies. Margaret was then appointed to the professional
position of Librarian and oversaw the development of the Emalus, Santo and Tanna campus libraries.
Her contribution to the USP Library Network [USPLN] via the Library Advisory Committee was indicative
of her leadership and commitment.
Elizabeth described Margaret as a bright young woman who was articulate, enthusiastic and passionate
about her profession. This was reflected in her networking with the national library of Vanuatu, the
Library Association of Vanuatu of which she was a founding member and the International Federation
of Library Association as a member of the Regional Standing Committee for Asia and Oceania (RSCAO),
having been nominated by the University Librarian amongst other organisations. She was well-known
to librarians in Australia, New Zealand and the Pacific.
Elizabeth also acknowledged Margaret’s contribution to the development of libraries and archives in
Vanuatu. In one of her conference leave applications to attend PIALA whilst with USP she stated `… My
interest as a Ni-Vanuatu librarian lies in the preservation of cultural heritage and what libraries, archives
and museums in Vanuatu can do or are doing to preserve as well as connect the Ni-Vanuatu to his
heritage. It is a chance to learn what other libraries do in comparison to what we at Emalus do and what
other Vanuatu libraries do to preserve our heritage...’ It was therefore a prophetic move from the world
of academic libraries to the national library and archives of Vanuatu for Margaret where she made a
very positive impact. Of special note is the approval of the Library Services Policy for Vanuatu by the
Vanuatu Council of Ministers two days before Margaret’s passing away. Elizabeth concluded that
Margaret will be remembered for her 30 years of service to the University, the Region and Vanuatu and
whilst we do not understand why she had to leave us at the young age of 53 years we accept His will.
Margaret’s accomplishments as shared by her Vanuatu sistas included a Post-Graduate Diploma in
Library & Information Management, University of Canberra; Bachelor of Library & Information Studies,
University of Papua New Guinea Member, International Library Association, RSCAO Member, Pacific
Islands Association of Library Associations (PIALA); Treasurer, Melanesian Indigenous Land Alliance;
Founder, Vanuatu Library Association; Chief Librarian, National Library of Vanuatu; Manager, Port Vila
Public Library; Contributor to National Youth Council; Founder and Leader Teouma Valley Community
and Women’s community; Founder & Secretary, Viewpacs; Founder, Vanuatu Kumul Dance Cultural
Group; Leader, Papua New Guinea Vanuatu Community; Team Leader, Library Service Policy
consultancy throughout Vanuatu.
The Celebration began with a bible reading and sharing and the Programme interspersed with beautiful
singing by the Napwatt Family Singers and was live streamed via Facebook.
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CONFERENCES
WORKSHOPS.. TRAINING
IFLA Call for Chapters – Book on Digital
Literacy
‘Proposals are sought for chapters in a book about
the need for, and impact of digital literacies in
libraries to support lifelong learning and
empowerment.’ The title of the book is Libraries
Empowering Society through Digital Literacies. The
intent of the book is to ‘share best practice and
disseminate successful approaches to accessing,
understanding and using information, using
different tools, media, and platforms, in various
learning environments, both in person and virtually.’
Further details please click:
https://www.ifla.org/news/call-for-chapters-book-ondigital-literacy/

IFLA Regional Division Committee for Asia
and Oceania
There is a total of 6 Regional Divisions, the region of
Asia-Oceania included with the stronger mandate
and a new Committee. Winston Roberts is the
Chair, IFLA Regional Division Committee for Asia
and Oceania.
Committee members are: Winston Roberts (New
Zealand – Chair), Debal Kar (India – Vice-Chair),
Atarino Helieisar (Federated States of Micronesia),
Avalogo Togi Tunupopo (Samoa), Chen Ying (China),
Christophe Augias (New Caledonia), Dilara Begum
(Bangladesh), Elvira Lapuz (Philippines), Gene Tan
(Singapore), Jayshree Mamtora (Australia), Labibah
Zain (Indonesia), M. Al Mamun (Bangladesh), Misako
Nomura (Japan), Nina Nakaora (Fiji), Nor Edzan Che
Nasir (Malaysia), Premila Gamage (Sri Lanka), Rei
Iwasaki (Japan), Sabine Weber-Beard (New Zealand),
Tina Yang (China), and Tulia Vakalutukali (Fiji).

ALIA National Conference 2022

PUBLICATIONS@USP BOOK CENTRE
PUBLICATIONS...eRESOURCES
Now Available: IFLA Asia and Oceania Regional Quarterly News –
November 2021 Issue click https://cdn.ifla.org/wp-content/uploads/IFLAAsia-and-Oceania-Regional-Newsletter-November-2021-Issue.pdf

Moving oceans: celebrating dance in the South
Pacific / Ralph Buck, editor. London ; New York :
Routledge, 2019. ISBN: 9780367176693 190 p. US$50
Celebrating the diversity of dance across the South
Pacific, this volume studies the various experiences,
motivations and aims for dance, emerging from the
voices of dance professionals in the islands. In
particular, it focuses on the interplay of cultures and
pathways of migration as people move across the
region discovering new routes and connect…”

Sacred revenge in Oceania / Pamela Stewart.
Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY, USA :
Cambridge University Press, 2019. ISBN: 9781108717328
69 p. Electronic Access:
https://www.cambridge.org/core/elements/sacredrevenge-inoceania/FB3C17BEE78DC8E21EF842209DCD9E15
US$30.00
“Revenge is an important motivation in human affairs relating to conflict and
violence, and it is a notable feature in many societies within Oceania, where
revenge is traditionally a sacred duty to the dead whose spirits demand it.
Revenge instantiates a norm of reciprocity in the cosmos, ensuring a balance
between violent and peaceful sequences of ritual action. Revenge further
remains an important hidden factor in processes of violence beyond
Oceania, revealing deep human propensities for retaliatory acts and the
tendency to elevate these into principles of legitimacy. Sacred revenge may
also be transcended through practices of wealth exchange.”

Educating the people : governance of primary
education in Fiji, Kiribati, Samoa and Solomon
Islands, 2000-2013 / edited by Gordon Leua
Nanau; Vijay Naidu. Suva, Fiji : USP Press, 2019.
ISBN: 9789820109919 151 p. US$15.00
“This research was part of a broader global research project supported by
the Global Development Network (GDN). Additional funding support was
gratefully received from the University of the South Pacific’s (USP) Research
Office. The general objective of this research was to individually and
comparatively look at the governance and delivery of primary education
services in four Pacific Island countries (PICs) namely, Fiji, Kiribati, Samoa
and Solomon the Islands. The decade we were interested in and have
assessed in this project was 2003 to 2013.”
Guns & Roses: Comparative Civil-Military
Relations in the Changing Security Environment /
Steven Ratuva, Radomir Compel, Sergio Aguilar,
editors. Singapore : Palgrave Macmillan, 2019. ISBN:
ISBN: 978-981-13-2007-1 (print); ISBN: 978-981-132008-8 (eBook) 439 p. US$130.00 (print); US$110.00
(eBook)
"This edited volume provides a critical and
comparative discussion of the changing synergy

between the military and society in the dramatically transforming global
security climate, drawing on examples from the Asian, Pacific, African,

The conference program and speaker line-up can be viewed on the
conference website. https://www.alia.org.au/EventDetail?
EventKey=ANC22A Registrations close on 9 May 2022

“Middle Eastern, European and South American regions. The book is
interdisciplinary and covers wide-ranging issues relating to civil military
relations, democratization, regional security, ethnicity, peace-building and
peace keeping, civilian oversight, internal repression, gender, regime change
and civil society.”

